LexisNexis® Accurint® for Insurance is a portal solution that aids life insurers in their research of deceased parties and beneficiaries. It helps enable insurers to quickly gain access to more complete and accurate data by leveraging our LexID® unique identifier and patented linking as its primary search technology.

How is Accurint® for Insurance different?
• Advanced analytics utilize our LexID® unique identifier for linking and risk decision-making
• More seamless integration into critical insurer workflows

Accurint® for Insurance can help you:
• Validate and verify customer-provided information
• Easily access deceased data
• Detect, investigate and prevent fraud
• Identify and locate potential beneficiaries
• Resolve claims quickly and efficiently

Comprehensive yet affordable
Industry-leading, value-added, publicly available record related searches. National and international news and other sources that reveal connections among people, businesses, assets and locations that can’t be found in public records

Comprehensive and industry leading database of deceased records

Crucial information to help locate, communicate and manage compliance including address, email, phone number searches and identify relatives and associates

Unparalleled client support and training, with 24/7 customer service, technical support and search assistance; individual or group training

A “My Account” function empowers access control, allowing system administrators to easily manage employee access, change passwords, retrieve invoicing and activity reports, and set search functions, preferences and company security restrictions
Our universe
We keep searching when others have to stop, with one of the nation's largest databases of public and non-public records. One search can save you valuable time and resources, with:

• Death certificates
• Police reports
• Person search
• People-at-work search
• Phone Finder
• Email addresses
• LexisNexis® InstantID
• Businesses and assets
• Relatives, neighbors and associates
• Social media locator
• News searches
• Vehicle location history
• Criminal records, bankruptcies, liens and judgments
• Driver's licenses and motor vehicle registrations

Our data
• 84 billion records from more than 10,000+ sources
• 7.6 billion property records
• 11.78 billion unique name and address combinations
• 277 million unique business contacts

Our promise
With Accurint® for Insurance, you can:
• Access more data in less time
• Achieve more accuracy and efficiency
• Get a more holistic view of consumers
• Better ensure private data stays private

Your benefits
• Streamline critical business processes
• Reduce expenses
• Improve performance

Team up with with LexisNexis Risk Solutions, the company that set the bar for:
• Proprietary insurer credentialing
• System security
• Auditing capability
• Search anomaly tracking

For more information, call 800.458.9197 or email insurance.sales@lexisnexis.com

About LexisNexis Risk Solutions
LexisNexis® Risk Solutions harnesses the power of data and advanced analytics to provide insights that help businesses and governmental entities reduce risk and improve decisions to benefit people around the globe. We provide data and technology solutions for a wide range of industries including insurance, financial services, healthcare and government. Headquartered in metro Atlanta, Georgia, we have offices throughout the world and are part of RELX (LSE: REL/NYSE: RELX), a global provider of information-based analytics and decision tools for professional and business customers. For more information, please visit www.risk.lexisnexis.com and www.relx.com.